Introduction
Data mining is the way of extracting useful information and discovering knowledge patterns that may be used for decision making [7] . Several data mining techniques are association rule, clustering, classification and prediction, neural networks, decision tree, etc. Application of data mining techniques concern to develop the methods that discover knowledge from data and then used to uncover the hidden or unknown information that is not apparent, but potentially useful [5] . Classification and Clustering are the important techniques in data mining. Classification groups data based on a classifier model while clustering groups the data based on the distance or similarity.
Rough set theory was introduced by Zdzisław Pawlak in early 1980's. The main aim of the rough set analysis is to find the approximation of concepts from the existing data. In order to deal with vagueness of data, rough set theory replaces every vague concept with two important concepts called the upper and lower approximation space. Lower approximation consists of those objects which are surely belong to the set and the upper approximation consist of those objects which do possibly belong to the set [13] . Rough set theory is basically used for finding: a) Hidden patterns in data b) Significance of attribute c) Reduced subset of data d) Dependency of attributes and so on. There are various reasons as to why datasets are affected by missing attribute values. Sometimes the irrelevant values will not be recorded in the data as said by [4] . Another reason is that forgot to place the values in the table or mistakenly erased the data from the table. There are several approaches to handle the missing attribute values. The authors have found that filling the missing attribute with the most common attribute value is the worst method among all the approaches. Among all the nine approaches discussed, the two approaches namely, C4.5 and ignoring the missing attribute values are the best methods.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the related research work. Section 3 states the problem statement and section 4 describes the proposed method about filling the incomplete dataset by most common attribute value using rough set approach to generate rule induction and also about without filling the incomplete dataset to generate rule induction using Random Tree classification algorithm in data mining. Experimental results and performance evaluation are presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the work and points out some of the prospective future work.
II. Related Work
There are nine different approaches discussed for handling the missing attribute values. Ten input data files were used to apply and test the nine approaches for investigating the performance while handling missing attribute values. They fixed quality criterion for ten-fold cross validation as the error rate which needed to be average. The authors have concluded based on Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test that the two approaches namely, C4.5 and ignoring the missing attribute values are the two best methods to handle the missing attribute values [4] .
The scholars of [6] describe an ISOM-DM (Independent Self Organizing Maps) model that has been proposed for incomplete data handling in data mining. Compared with Mixture of Principal Component Analyzers (MPCA), mean method and standard SOM-based fuzzy map model, ISOM-DH model can be applied to more cases.
The work in [9] uses attribute value pair. These blocks are used to construct characteristic sets, characteristic relations, and lower and upper approximations for decision tables with missing attribute values. The authors in [9] conclude that an error rate for classification is smaller when missing attribute values are considered to be lost.
In [5] Characteristic relations are introduced to describe incompletely specified decision tables. For completely specified decision tables any characteristic relation is reduced to an indiscernibility relation. The basic rough set idea of lower and upper approximations for incompletely specified decision tables may be defined in a variety of different ways.
The work in [16] has made a comparative analysis of data mining classification technique and an integration of clustering and classification technique that helps in identifying large data sets. The integration of clustering and classification technique gives more accurate results than simple classification technique. It is also useful in developing rules when the data set is containing missing values. This integrated technique of clustering and classification gives a promising classification results with utmost accuracy rate.
III. Problem Statement
The problem here is to identify the best method of dealing with the missing attributes when decision making is important. This has been accomplished by comparing the results of rule generation through filling the incomplete dataset with most common attribute value using rough set approach and also in data mining without filling the incomplete dataset using Random Tree Classification for rule induction. Heart problem using 3-condition attributes and 1-ecision attribute with incomplete dataset has been considered for comparative study.
IV. Proposed Method
Rough set deals with vagueness and uncertainty of data. In rough set the incomplete dataset are described by their characteristic relation and complete decision tables are described by indiscernibility relations. Classification is the important technique in Data mining. Classification groups' data based on a classifier model. Using Random Tree classification algorithm decision is taken for incomplete dataset. Taking decision in the orginal table is the best method. Fig. 1 shows a general framework of a comparative analysis of two approaches for finding better rule induction for incomplete dataset. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of steps of evaluation and comparison. Table 1 shows the incomplete dataset In this experiment, decision attribute corresponds to heart problem and the condition attribute corresponds to blood pressure, chest pain and cholesterol. Apply two approaches for this table to generate rule in ROSE2 and WEKA tool. Apply classification technique in WEKA and attribute reduction in ROSE2.
In Rough set rule induction is based on the consistency and inconsistency of the table. Using reduct, the attribute is reducted and find the conisitency of the condition attribute and decision attribute. After reducing the attribute, with the consistancy of the table is chossen for the rule induction. Before finding the consistency and inconsistancy of the incomplete decision table, the table should be converted into a complete decison table. The rule is generated for the consistency of the table after removing a attribute.
In classification, the decision rule is generated using the decision tree. Random Tree considers a set of K randomly chosen attributes to split on at each node. Random tree, gives number of nodes by selecting all possible trees uniformly at random.
The complete descriptions of the incomplete dataset attribute value are presented in Table 1 . In rough set, first the incomplete decision table is transformed to complete table by filling the missing attribute value using most common attribute value (i.e. the value of the attribute that occurs most often is selected as the value for all the missing values of the attribute). In WEKA, the decision rule is generated with the missing attribute value using Random tree classification algorithm. The complete decision table is shown in Table 2 . 
V. Experiment Results And Performance Evaluation
In this experiment a comparative study of attribute reduction of rough set and classification technique of data mining technique for incomplete dataset on various parameters using missing attribute value in Heart problem data set containing 3 condition attribute and 1 decision attribute. During Rough set, the incomplete dataset is given as input to ROSE2 tool and fill the missing attribute value with the most common attribute value then reduce the attribute based on consistency and inconsistency of a table was implemented for rule generation. In data mining during simple classification, the training dataset is given as input to WEKA tool and the classification algorithm namely Random Tree was implemented.
The result of the experiment shows generating the rule in the original incomplete dataset produce best result than filling the attribute with most common attribute value. Table 2 shows the complete decision table generated by ROSE2 and figure3 shows the decision tree and rule generated by Random tree classification in WEKA. Reduct is a minimal subset of attributes that enables the relevancy and redundancy. A subset attribute is said to be relevant if it is predictive of the decision features, otherwise it is irrelevant. A subset attribute is considered to be redundant if it is highly correlated with other features. The result of analysis shows that there is only one reduct of Table 2 . That is, Reduct = {Chest Pain, Cholesterol} The rule is generated after reducing the attribute by ROSE2 is (Chestpain=yes) & (Cholesterol = yes) =>(Heartproblem=yes) (Chestpain=no)=>(Heartproblem=no) (Cholesterol=low)=>(Heartproblem=no)
In WEKA, the table1 is given as input. The decision rule is generated without filling the missing attribute value. With the original incomplete decision table the rule is generated. Using Random tree classification algorithm in WEKA the decision tree and rule is generated. The figure3 shows the decision tree and rule. Observations and Analysis:  It is observed that the random tree classification provides better rule than the reduction of attribute in rough set.  Filling the most common attribute value for the incomplete decision is the worst method.  Accuracy of RANDOM TREE classifier is high i.e. 100% (Table 3) , which is highly required.
VI. Conclusion And Future Work
A comparative study of data mining classification and rough set attribute reduction for the incomplete dataset to generate the decision table has been performed. The presented experiment shows that the random tree classification algorithm is the best method for the rule generation of incomplete decision table. Because random tree generate the rule with the missing attribute values without filling the most common attribute value. Filling the missing attribute value with the most common attribute value is the worst method for the prediction. Therefore, it is observed that handling the incomplete decision table without filling the missing attribute value is best for prediction. In future, the work can be extended to use various other approaches for handling missing attribute values so as to observe the change in decision rules.
